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What is Green Infrastructure?
Green infrastructure is an approach to rainwater management
that protects, restores, and mimics the natural water cycle in
the city.
What is our purpose?
Our purpose is to educate Vancouver residents about green
infrastructure benefits & sites throughout the city and engage
them in volunteer and stewardship activities.

Screenshots of the app created in Android Studio
Information Section
Interactive Map

Why is it needed?
As part of the City of Vancouver's Rain City Strategy, the City aims to engage
with the public to increase scientific understanding, public awareness, and
stewardship of Green Infrastructure sites across the city. As more people are
aware of Green Infrastructures, they will recognize and help maintain them. 


Hence, we have designed our app with fun interactive features to educate
Vancouver residents about green infrastructure benefits & sites throughout
the city. We also provide informational resources and connections to the
authorities to increase participation. 





List of features
- Information Section




This section is designed in the form of dropdowns containing information
and resources about Green Infrastructure to educate our users.




Report Function
Volunteer Section

- Interactive Map




Displays the location of GIs on the map using Google API. The pins are
clickable, which allows users to view more information regarding the GI. 



- Report Function




The purpose of the report page is when the user sees a damaged or
vandalized GI and wants to contact the authorities in the form of a report.



- Volunteer Section


If a user wants to get more involved, they can fill this section to apply as a
volunteer.
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Outcomes
With our app’s four components: 

Interactive map, Information lookup, Report problems, and

Next Steps
-


 To get refine the application’s design and User Experience
of using the app to make it more interactive.



ease of volunteering. We hope to increase the
engagement of Vancouver Residents as part of the City’s

-

 Get User testing done with our intended audience.



Rain City Strategy.


- Set up a backend live server to connect locations of
As Green Infrastructures gain more recognition, the city

updated Green Infrastructure, recieve reports and

will realize its importance and build more of them to

volunteer applications.

improve water quality, resilience, and livability towards a
Greener City.





